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TAGLINE

 40kV dry rating* 25kV All Weather rating** 

Modular - Can be used in sequence to increase kV rating. 

All Weather design - Use in the Wet, Dirt, Snow & Ice

The Original ALL Weather Insulator

The Tagline Insulator® will protect whatever the conditions....

.......The Personal Defense System
Any tag line rope will conduct high voltage electricity if it becomes contaminated or wet. The TagLine Insulator® from Insulatus is 
the world's only insulating link specifically designed and manufactured for use in a tag line rope.

It is designed to protect ground crew and riggers working with elevated loads and using tag line ropes in close proximity to live 
power lines...........Use it in the wet, the dirt, the cold, anywhere.

** Get OSHA Compliant **

Rated

40 kV

Performance
Rating

NEW



Size & Dimensions
Safe Working Load Not For Lifting

Pin Diameter 1"

Hole to Hole 8"

Weight 3lb

Specifications
Rated Operating Voltage - Dry 40kV

Rated Operating Voltage - Wet     25kV

Operating Temperature -30°C to + 60°C

Lightning Strike Not Lightning Proof

Designed for the job
The Tagline Insulator® is the only insulating link designed spe-
cifically for use in a tag line rope. It has the highest DRY & WET 
kV ratings in the market and has a rugged design that exceeds 
the requirements of the CPLSO 14 standard for insulating links.

Flexibility & Protection
The Tagline Insulator®, Guardianline®, Guardianline-plus® and the 
Tagconnector® kit complete a range of flexible products that can work 
individually or in numerous combinations to provide unparalleled    
protection for ground crew working near live power lines.

Personal Defense System

Advanced Polymer Shell.
Shockproof, Enviroproof, Freezeproof 
and Waterproof - The only Tagline 
Insulator designed to operate in the 
construction environment.

Assurance.
The Tagline Insulator® has the highest 
rating - 40kV - in the market. Increase 
the rating further by using it with our 
Tagconnector kit.

Unique Design.
Helps prevent contamination & surface 
tracking of high voltage electricity. If 
dropped the unit will not roll on the 
ground.

  Exceeds CPLSO 14 Standard
  ALL Weather Performance
  Use in Sequence to increase KV rating
 Designed for construction use.
 Become OSHA Compliant 
  Lightweight & Portable
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